SUCCESSFUL BASKETBALL SEASON CLOSES

The Minnesota Gophers have been crowned as the undisputed champions of the Big Ten Conference, having compiled an unbeaten record and defeating all of their opponents in style.

WISCONSIN QUINTET WINS CHAMPIONSHIP OF THE CONFERENCE

The Wisconsin Badgers have secured their fifth consecutive conference title, cementing their status as the dominant team in the Big Ten.

WPX10-NEW SERIES VOL. II

COACH MAURY KENT HAS MOLDED STRONG TEAM FROM GREEN MATERIAL

The coaching wizardry of Coach Kent has transformed a green team into a formidable force, setting the stage for future successes.

St. Thomas, Minn. — In its final game of the season, the University of Minnesota basketball team faced a tough challenge in the form of Purdue University. The Gophers emerged victorious, solidifying their position as the Big Ten champions.

The 1917-18 basketball season has come to a close, and the center of attention shifts to baseball, track, wrestling, and swimming. Although the basketball team has received their fair share of criticism, their efforts have not gone unnoticed.

Position in the conference is an criterion of their strength at the close of the season. In the past, their audacity brand of ball in the face of every foe has opened the season with the gift with which they ended it. There is no doubt that Iowa would encounter a replay in the first half of the conference in February.

Iowa's position in the conference is an criterion of their strength at the close of the season. In the past, their audacity brand of ball in the face of every foe has opened the season with the gift with which they ended it. There is no doubt that Iowa would encounter a replay in the first half of the conference in February.

The defending champion, Iowa, is expected to take on their next opponent, Wisconsin, in a thrilling encounter. The Hawkeyes, known for their resilient gameplay, have a reputation for overcoming challenges and are expected to put up a strong fight.

In a match-up between two of the powerful teams, the Hawkeyes will be aiming to establish their dominance in the conference, while Wisconsin will be hoping to maintain their stronghold.

The stakes are high as both teams enter this game with a renewed sense of determination, looking to solidify their spots in the championship race.

---
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Mobilize your Idle Books
MORE BOOKS NEEDED FOR OUR SOLDIERS AND SAILORS
Take your Novels and Poetry, History, Travel and Biography, to the UNIVERSITY LIBRARY
They will be sent to our soldiers and sailors everywhere.
GIVE THE BOOKS YOU PRIZE MOST
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THE CITY'S METROPOLITAN PLAYHOUSE
TODAY
Julian Eltinge
in Paramount Pictures
"The Widow's Might"

TOMORROW
The Famous "WINNIEPEN KIDDIES"
Traveling Salesman

SEE A. A. Whetstone Today
Room 423 Jefferson Hotel
Making a tour of the U. S.

JOE B. BLACK, M. E.

ENGELERT THEATRE
The Most Brilliant Musical Comedy of the Season
PRICES—$2.00, $1.50, $1.00, 75c, and 50c—PRICES Sunday Monday, April 14th, Midtown
THE COMSTOCK-ELLIOTT CO., presents
THE SMARTEST AND BRIGHTEST OF ALL MUSICAL COMEDIES

OH, BOY
BY GUY BOLTON AND P. G. MUSIHEKE

MUSIC BY ABBEY KEARN

"OH, BOY"
"THE 4TH PRINCESS THEATRE (NEW YORK)"
"MUSICAL COMEDY SUCCESS"
MAIL YOUR ORDERS FOR SEATS RIGHT NOW!

ENGELERT THEATRE
Tuesday Evening, April 2nd

Admission 50c

Theatricals

OUR BUSINESS STAFF

CHIEF ANNOTATOR

William Overholser

ASSISTANT ANNOTATORS

Harold Towle, Fred B. Thompson

BUSINESS STAFF

H. C. Morris

Business Manager

Phonograph 209, Room 8, L. A.

Adapting Manager

O. D. Adams

STAFF MAKE GOOD OR STARVE
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Attention!
Join the Varsity Dress Club which is just being formed and save money
TWELVE SUITS PRESSES FOR THREE DOLLARS
A Suit A Week
WE CALL FOR AND DELIVER
THE VARSITY WARDROBE
F. SOBEREN
121 So. Clinton
Phone 93

IOWA BASKETBALL
SQUAD TERMINATES
SUCCESSFUL SEASON
(Continued from page 5.)
Minnesota St., Iowa 25.
Spurred on by the Purdue victory and assured that Iowa had finally hit its peak, Hawkeyes fans looked forward to the Minnesota contest with a bit of hope. The Swedish came on to the floor, confident as a result of their former victory and with sparkling offensive dropped the guard through the hoop for 15 points in the first period, a 4 point lead over Iowa.

The second half opened with a scoreless game which lasted until within five minutes of the final whistle. Here Iowa took a lead. Cotton ended a long shot. Olsen answered another shortly after and with thirty seconds to play, Cotton hoisted the tying counter.

In the extra five minutes session, Iowa displayed the best brand of basketball of the season. Minnesota rushed the ball under her goal for many shots but the Hawkeyes kept the first three minutes but because of the class guarding of Iowa which necessitated rapid firing, the shots were inaccurate. Berrien grabbed the sphere on one of these occasions and, dribbling through the entire grinder team, tossed the deciding basket. As the final gong rang out the speedy forward hoisted another for good measure and Iowa became a power to be reckoned with in the Big Ten.

The spoils of victory were not without their toll. On the narrow glucose cast its shadow over the Campus when it was learned that the shifty Hawkeye Captain was suffering from complications of the brain and would be out of the game for the remainder of the season as a result of the collision with the Minnesota captives, Gilman.

Amos 9, Iowa 24.
Having disposed of Purdue and

Ever been without a letter from home for a couple of weeks? Do you know how that feels?
ALL RIGHT! The fellows at the front don't hear from home for months at a time.
So send the Iowa to him to the rest of the semester.
Iowa Basketball Squad Terminates Successful Season

(Continued on page 2)

Coach Manny Kent.

For the success which the Hawk- 

Tre basketball team attained through 

one of the stiffest schedules of the 

basketball annals, there is not one 

man Coach Manny Kent—responsible. 

Confined with a roster of 15 men, 

under the pressure of college basketball, he transformed 

by means of a midnight aggregation 

into a machine which annihilated 

state and afforded powerful com- 

petition in conference circles.

PASTIME

LISTEN TO THE ARTS

JEWEL CARMEN

“*The Girl With 

The Champagne Eyes”

Also a Good 2-Real Sunshine Comedy

ADM. 5c & 10c